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armed with a combination of scissors and razors, the witch
girls cut away his clothing, revealing his body. this only
causes a small amount of pain to william as a witch's magic
doesn't affect mortals. when the girls are finished, they run
to the witch's cauldron and pour the goo into the cauldron.
after learning about the girls' powers, the wicked witch was
horrified to learn that they had been baking a giant cookie.
she feared that they would use their powers against her
and that the witch's cauldron would come to life. the witch
went inside of the cottage in the middle of the lake. the
girls could not hear her though because of the "water". to
save candy, the girls had to find the heart of candy. to get
to the heart, they had to avoid the other witches, the
magical slime and their spells. the girls first had to get the
heart of candy and then cut the heart out of her. as they
walked home, they talked about what they learned. they
remembered what they had just learned about them and
the world they live in. the girls went to the old house where
they talked about their power. the girls later found a new
teacher in mr. thompson. he is the person that they can talk
to about their power. he has a good side and a bad side. the
girls also found out that their power is different depending
on the person. there are also different colors of witch-sight.
the girls talked about this and found out that the color of
their witch-sight is dependent on their witch name. their
witch name is what they call themselves. the girls are
worried about their parents. they worry that their parents
will get mad at them. they also worry that their parents will
get mad at their witch-sight. the girls are going to have to
learn how to control their powers.
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save up to 25% off select items while supplies last;
promotional quantities may be limited and vary by location
and online. promotional items may be removed or added on
the first of each month. offer valid through removal of the

product from the promotion page or until limited
promotional quantities are exhausted. offer valid at

american girl retail stores and americangirl.com. not valid
at amazon, kohls, or barnes & noble retail locations or

websites. no refunds or adjustments on previous purchases,
returns or exchanges, or orders in progress that have not
yet shipped. we reserve the right to limit order and item
quantities. unfortunately, the offer will not be extended if
you are unable to order due to technical issues. occurring
annually on october 31st, halloween is a day for all ghosts,
ghouls, friends and families across the globe to celebrate

the fun by dressing up, trick-or-treating, and solving spooky
halloween riddles. from tricky halloween riddle questions
about witches to funny ghost halloween riddles and more,
this list of the best halloween riddles is sure to entertain.
the admin area is the most expansive area of the vault,

containing the administrator and the vault computer
terminal. the administrator will be the player character's
boss if they complete the game with the brotherhood of

steel or the minutemen. the vault computer terminal can be
used to access all areas of the vault (excluding the common

and lab), initiate combat training games, and access the
vault's communication system. the vault has a variety of

communication systems, including radios, mailboxes,
phones, and computers. 5ec8ef588b
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